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MAJOR AWARD FOR OXFORD WRITER
In 1994, Ross King had just finished a two-year fellowship at University College, London. He saw no
job prospects back in his native Canada, and in London he was running out of money. At which point he
gave one last chance to literary talents he had painstakingly nurtured since the age of 16. He wrote
three chapters and an outline of a novel, sent it to
three publishers, and one called straight back.
Domino was published in 1995, setting Ross out on a
writing career crowned at the end of last year by the
Canadian Governor-General’s Award for Non-Fiction –
worth Canadian $25,000 (about £16,000). On the way
there he has become a best-selling author of six
books – at first historical novels but latterly nonfiction.
His award-winning book is Leonardo and the Last
Supper. Ross’s academic qualifications are in English
literature, and he puts into practice what he learned.
Before starting to write, he charts out Plot, Character,
Action, Setting and Atmosphere – regardless whether

it’s a novel or non-fiction.
When he wrote his first historical novels, the field for
that genre was less crowded than it is now, he says.
Opera, Impressionist painting, architecture, the 18th
century, the English Civil War and the Italian Renaissance have figured in his work since then. → p 3
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MAGIC AT THE BODLEIAN
Spring 2013. Freezing. The White
Witch rules. Twelve Writers in
Oxford members gather in Narnian
temperatures at the Radcliffe
Science Library. Adjusting to the
tropical conditions inside, we’re

conducted down to a small room, lit
harshly, where we’re privileged to
view a choice selection of Magical
Manuscripts, which will form part of
an exhibition at the Bodleian from
May 23rd. → P 2
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MAGIC AT THE BODLEIAN ... CONT'D FROM P 1
Our wonderfully informative guide is Dr Judith
Priestman, Curator of Modern Literary Manuscripts at
the English Faculty Library, who adjures us not to
breathe too much on the treasures.
On display are original works by fantasy writers J.R.R.
Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Alan Garner alongside texts
which inspired them.
‘Marvels of the East’, from the 12th century, illustrates
fabulous beasts and a perky-looking man with his face
looking out from in his chest. Then there’s a 15th
century necromantic manuscript, full of spells,
conjurations and ‘experimental true experiences of
angels’, an early 17th century miscellany with
instructions on ‘how to see by thy self in a cristall
stone’, with circular charms to help you avoid death
by sword and poison, sealed with ‘Abracalabra’, and a
gorgeous picture of jousting knights in ‘The Romance
of Gyron le Courtois’ from the late 15th century.
It’s fascinating how the modern writers drew on this
sort of material. We see a notebook where C.S. Lewis
wrote about Digory Kirke’s boyhood: how neat his
writing was, how uncorrected. The three pages of Alan
Garner’s The Owl Service, by contrast, are exuberant,
with spikily graceful writing and many scorings-out,
yet precisely dated to 20th March 1965. Garner, we’re
told, drew on Arthurian myth and consulted the
Rawlinson necromantic manuscript mentioned above.
Finally, Tolkien. I was lucky enough, many years ago,
to read the manuscript of The Lord of the Rings at
Marquette University in America, so I was familiar
with his process of composition, feeling his way from
‘Hobbit Mark II’ to a richer epic tale, and his habit of
drawing pictures to bring his imagined world into
focus. The exhibition includes Tolkien’s mock-ups of
pages from The Book of Mazarbul, carefully distressed
with pipe-smoke, their edges burnt like the
manuscript of Beowulf. A sketch of Shelob’s lair sits

beside the script in pencil overlaid with ink, describing
that episode.
Everyone is struck by Tolkien’s watercolours, executed
in poster paint in the 1930s, some of them familiar
from published editions, but here more vibrant, a
blend of the naïve and the intricately precise. Bilbo
bowing before the red-gold dragon on his hoard of
treasure, Rivendell in spring green with tiers of
flowing water and blossomy branches, rather like a
Japanese painting, and best of all, an eagle among the
mountain peaks, looking out over cloud, snow and iceblue sky. A picture like a breath of the North Wind
blowing – the very wind that is still blowing when we
leave the library. The White Witch hasn’t given up her
rule yet.

- Lorna Fergusson
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THE SCHOOL OF LIFE - IN LESS THAN AN HOUR - IN A PUB
Are you a wide-achiever? Do you understand Goethe? In love, do you
prefer Philia, Pragma, Agape, Eros or other varieties? Why are the Stoics
important? And what do we, the Writers in Oxford, write for?
OK, so you think you don’t necessarily have to address all these
questions just now. But if you listen to Roman Krznaric, you get the
answers anyway. On 24th January, down at the Cape of Good Hope pub,
they came thick and fast.
Roman is co-founder with Alain de Botton of the self-styled School of
Life. In a stirring talk of less than an hour, Roman told us a few truths we
did not pick up in our more humdrum schools. Look back on history, but
let it surprise you and nurture your lives, he advises.
Take his hero Goethe for example. Bored with his career as a civil
servant, suffering from unrequited love and stuck in his literary work,
Goethe got up in the middle of the night on his 37th birthday and left for
Italy. “He escaped,” says Roman approvingly.
His other heroes are people like Mary Wollstonecraft,
a non-conformist feminist, Henry David Thoreau,
who went to live in a cabin in the woods in 1845,
George Orwell, who cultivated exceptional curiosity
for others, and Helen Keller, who learned how to
sense the world despite being deaf and blind.
As for the Ancient Greeks, they show us that love
may be passionate (Eros), friendly (Philia), playful
(Ludus), mature (Pragma), selfless (Agape) or
narcissistic (Philantia). We probably have more loves
than we thought, and one is not more important
than another. “Different loves come and go. You
should be as sophisticated about love as about
coffee,” says Roman.
Spread your interests and step into different realms.
Be a wide-achiever, not a high-achiever. Learn from
the Stoics not to expect too much from the world.
More important than writing is spreading new ideas,
he says.
Of course he too writes. His latest book is The
Wonder Box: Curious Histories of How to Live” –
Profile Books. - MF

MAJOR AWARD /ROSS KING … from p1
With Leonardo, Ross focused on one particular phase of
the master’s life, rather than all of it. Contrary to popular
belief, Ross says Leonardo da Vinci was a failure for much
of his life. In his early 20s, he had accomplished precious
little, and he still had not much to his name until in his
early 40s he was given the task of painting the Last Supper
on a huge wall at the end of a monks’ refectory in Milan.
Ross points out that the early 40s was the average
lifespan in those days, so The Last Supper was perhaps
Leonardo’s last throw of the dice. The artist felt overwhelmed by the challenge, since he had never done anything like this before and was unsure he would manage.
Reviewers of Ross’s book were overwhelmed too, but
positively
–
‘gripping'
(New
York
Times),
'fascinating' (Financial Times), 'engaging' (The Guardian),
'enthralling' (Daily Mail) and 'extraordinary' (Irish Times).
When he is not writing, Ross lectures in art institutes in
Europe and North America and gives guided tours in Florence, Rome, Paris and Giverny.

- Marcus Ferrar
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PUBLISHING: TURMOIL, MYSTERY AND AN ELEPHANT IN THE HOUSE
On a cold winter's night, there’s
nothing like warming yourself up at
the King’s Arms with a roller
coaster ride through modern
publishing, whipped along by a trio
of experts rounded up by Writers in
Oxford.
Penguin is taken over by Random
House, sales of books crumble,
Waterstones loses money and the
Chinese are poised to make UK
acquisitions. Why the rush to
consolidate? It’s because of the
“elephant in the room,” in other
words Amazon, says publishing
consultant David Attwooll.
As a result, there’s massive
“climate change”. Agents and
writers are becoming publishers,
niche publishers in sectors ignored
by the giants are doing well, for
example the military history
specialist, Osprey. And funnily

enough, finely-turned out hardback
books designed to be given as
presents are on the upward trend
too.
There’s a move to “subscription
publishing”, enabling publishers to
be cash-positive; and then the
internet helps you “narrowcast,” or
target more specific audiences. All
a bit baffling? You’d better
familiarise yourself also with
platform
independence,
discoverability and metadata.
The internet should help readers
discover that you and your book
are there, so long as you use the
right metadata, or keywords, when
promoting your book online. But
you’ve got to be canny to make
that work, says Adrian Bullock,
production expert at the Oxford
International Centre for Publishing
at Brookes. The internet has fuelled

the growth of self-publishing, but
online social networking doesn’t
shift all that many copies, he says.
Sheila Lambie, a sales and
marketing lecturer at Brookes, says
writers should develop their own
personal brands, and do a SWOT
analysis – Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats. Focus on
four Ps – People, Product, Price,
Promotion – and seven Cs –
Content, Context, Customer value,
Customer convenience (place),
Community,
Conversations,
Collaboration (with other authors).
Don’t sell your books on your blog
or Facebook – talk about
interesting subjects there. Oh, and
when promoting your book, don’t
forget your local bookshop. That’s
it. Phew! - MF

WHY WE ARE NOT LIKE KIERKEGAARD
WiO member Daphne Hampson
held a book launch at Blackwell’s
on 18 April for her Kierkegaard:
Exposition & Critique (OUP).
Published to mark the bicentenary
on 5 May of Kierkegaard’s birth,
the book explains his notoriously
difficult works, setting them in
their historical, philosophical and
theological context.
Daphne engages in a running
debate with Kierkegaard, tackling
him over ethics, politics, his view
of the self, and his theological
position. As she points out, there

have been subtle changes in
presuppositions
during
the
century and a half since
Kierkegaard wrote. The discussion
helps us understand why our
ancestors thought as they did, and
why today we may think so
differently.
To obtain a WiO 20% discount on
the normal purchase price of £25,
go to the OUP web site, add to
shopping basket, and enter
promotional code AAFLY4.
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OLD FART MEETS NEW PUBLISHING—WRITES TIM GRIGGS
I recently self-published my old hit
Redemption Blues as an e-book on
Amazon.

and there’s little support if you do.
Virtually no mid-lister makes a living at
it.

1,500 people, who’d never heard of it
or me, bought the book in the first
month. It’s earned me more than my
last conventionally published novel,
The Warning Bell (by pen-name Tom
Macaulay) did in two years.

People like me are going to go the self
-publishing e-book route in greater
numbers. All I want is a living - not
stardom, just sufficient reward to let
me do what I do. If e-books offer that,
no contest.

And I didn’t have to submit the MS for
a gruelllng selection process, or hawk
it at vegetable markets, goat-ropings
and dwarf-throwing contests. Redemption Blues was simply pushed out
into the stream and given its chance.

The downside? Once there’s no other
option, expect Amazon to slash the
price it pays authors. And consumers
will be faced with a truly vast pile of
self-published outpourings, mostly
drivel. How will discerning readers
navigate this congested cyberspace?

Many see Amazon as the spawn of
Satan. The gripe is that they devalue
books - most of the Kindle top ten go
for 20p. Amazon, it’s said, is an intergalactic Tesco’s, using its cash reserves
to slash prices and drive publishers,
and bookshops, to extinction. If so,
whose fault is that?
For mid-list writers, conventional publishing hasn’t worked for years. It’s
fiendishly difficult to get into print,

Maybe via a new sort of enterprise,
which selects and nurtures talent, and
presents the result to appropriate audiences. Which regards sales of a few
thousand as worthwhile, and capable
of development.
Funny thing, though: I thought that’s
what publishers were supposed to be
doing all along.•

JAZZ AS IT SHOULD BE HEARD: ALYN SHIPTON
Tuesday, March 12th and a goodly
number of us upstairs in the Jericho
Tavern were ready for what promised
to be a fascinating evening. The room
was well insulated from the bar downstairs so we didn’t have to strain our
ears to catch the rare insights. A
fitting arena for a talk from a highly
respected authority.
After leaving Oxford, where he read
English, ran the University jazz club
and was a mean bass player, Alyn

Shipton went into publishing, where
he published Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians and then worked on
an ambitious literacy project for Botswana.
This strange juxtaposition of experiences prepared him well to move to
work on the jazz archives at Rutgers
University, which were a fund of oral
history – and this led to New Orleans,
Creoles and the Blues. → p 7
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COUPLES TRAVEL TOGETHER ... BUT THEIR DIARIES DON'T AGREE
There’s a marketing saying that a
complaint is an opportunity to
create your best customer; and so
it was with the Jericho Tavern:
they let us down last year, so we
complained loudly, and this time
they treated us superbly, with a
purpose-built
screen
and
projector area, prompt food
afterwards, and excellent personal
service throughout. Maybe it
helped that it was midweek in
January, with not a lot of other
customers around...
Susanna Hoe gave us a great
account of the trials and
tribulations of self-publishing in
travel writing. Her latest book,
Travels in Tandem, is about the
parallel diaries and records of

couples who travelled together,
mainly in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The Victorian
era was of course a great period
for adventurous travel, when
husbands were combing the
Empire on colonial business and
wives donned their divided skirts
to organise the provisioning of the
expedition.
Susanna gave us lucid examples of
the disparities in their reports:
how the husband might record
the superficial details of an
incident, while the wife entered
into the empathy of the situation.
The excellent Conclusion of her
book then draws out some
common themes about how the
men and women responded to

the hardships and highpoints of
their travels, and also raises
comparisons with the experiences
of single travellers, like Freya
Stark or Mildred Cable.
The audience was then eager to
hear about the vicissitudes of selfpublishing: Susanna admitted that
HOLO books runs at a loss,
because of the punitive costs of
long extents, warehousing and
online discounts. But the overriding response was that she at
least retains control of what she
publishes, the choice of cover
design and the editing, so people
envied her the intoxicating
freedom to run her own show.

- Brenda Stones

UNDER THE OSPREY – HOW A STORY FLIES
How do you become a best-selling
children’s writer? The answers,
says Gill Lewis, are:
(1) Have a passion for your subject
– for Gill, it is wild animals;
(2) Have a very clear sense of what
makes a good story;
(3) Be absolutely DETERMINED not
to give up.

The outcome was Sky Hawk, a tale
of two children’s struggle to protect an endangered osprey. The
book was snapped up by Oxford
University Press and has since won
numerous prizes, including the
Green Earth Award. It has been
followed by another bestseller:
White Dolphin, set in Cornwall.

Gill’s love of animals led her to
train as a vet and took her to Africa, Scotland and Cornwall. After
early success in a writing competition, she enrolled for an MA in Children’s Writing. She learned to recognise what makes a story work, at
times revising a chapter a dozen
times.

Sky Hawk has a powerful appeal
because it combines the osprey’s
tale with the stories of children
living in Scotland and Africa. The
novel is skilfully crafted to grab the
reader’s attention through a series
of surprises – she delivers a really
big shock halfway through.

Gill showed us her impressive working notebook for her latest book,
Moon Bear. Alongside her research
notes and vivid pencil sketches were
diagrams of story arcs and chapter
spikes. It provided a fascinating insight into the process of making a
book fly. - Jane Bingham
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BRINGING THE WARTIME WOMEN'S INSTITUTE TO LIFE
villages of England and Wales.
Julie says: 'When I set out to write
Jambusters, I envisaged stories about jammaking,
vegetable-growing,
salvagecollecting, knitting and other activities we
associate with the war. However, what
emerged was a much larger and richer
picture of the role played by ordinary
women.

Jambusters is a brand new history
looking at the role played by the
Women’s Institute during the Second
World War.
Using minutes of
meetings, Home & Country, interviews
and previously unpublished accounts
and diaries, the book paints a vivid
picture of life on the rural home front.
Julie Summers' tenth book and her
fourth in a series focussing on the war,
Jambusters is at once a broad survey
and an intimate picture of life in the

'By their joint effort, members contributed
millions of knitted garments to keep troops
and refugees in Europe warm. They made
12,000,000 lbs (5,445,000 kilograms) of jam
and preserves, helped to set up over 1,000
pig clubs and made more than 2,000 furlined garments for Russia. And in amongst
all this major activity they sang, put on plays
and organised parties to entertain their
villages and keep their spirits up. The
Second World War was the WI’s finest hour.
It is this spirit that Jambusters celebrates.’
Jambusters, The Story of the Women’s
Institute in the Second World War was
published in hardback by Simon & Schuster
in February 2013. •

NEW MEMBERS
Since November 2012

Roderick Bailey
Adrian Bullock
Kathryn Evans
Harry Gibson
Griselda Hepple
Robert Lipscombe
Anita Matthias
Katherine Pate
Annie Roy-Barker
Jo Sandelson
Katherine Wharton
David Wilkinson
Danah Zohar

‘

ALYN SHIPTON … CONT'D FROM P 5
Alyn met Buck Clayton, trumpet player
with Count Basie, who later gave Alyn a
crateful of original music. This gift inspired
him to form The Buck Clayton Legacy
Band, dedicated to keeping Buck’s music
alive.
He then turned to Danny Barker, a fount
of folk lore and stories. Most of all, he was
the passport to many other great jazzmen.
Alyn wrote biographies of Fats Waller, Bud
Powell, Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy McHugh,
Harry Nilson and Cab Calloway. Alyn
played us unique tapes of music virtually

unheard before, told us fascinating stories
and left us with many bizarre, funny and
saddening images.
One was of Count Basie and his band playing in the desert for a film in the 70s and
having their music dubbed, because of colour prejudice forbidding white and black
actors to appear together.
Alyn delivered with the clarity and economy of a good broadcaster. I came away a
good deal richer than I came.
-

Dennis Hamley

PS: If you have contact
with members (or former
members) 'Menson' and
'Mary Francis,' please
contact Membership
Secretary Robert Bullard
r.bullard@fsmall.net
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A FIRST BOOK PUBLISHED AT 18
Anselm Audley went on a two-week holiday in France at the age of 16, and
by the end he’d mapped out in his head a series of three fictional books based
on medieval history. Two years later, Simon & Schuster started publishing his
Aquasilva Trilogy.
It’s a fantasy inspired by the Roman Catholic Albigensian Crusade that
crushed the mysterious religious movement of the Cathars in the 13th
century. Many thousands of people of the Languedoc region perished as the
Kings of France extended their rule into the south.
“The history provided a wonderful setting of faith, society and a fractured
landscape – which I transformed into an isolated and disunited archipelago.
It’s a coming of age story as the south gradually revives. It’s about memory
and alteration of history - how people want others to think of the past,” he
says. First came Heresy, then Inquisition, and by the time Anselm was 21 the
last of the trilogy, Crusade, was in the bookshops too. Translated, the trilogy
became an instant hit in Italy, France and especially Spain and Latin America.
“The main character already came to me in those two weeks on holiday. He’s
somebody who is sucked into a heresy from outside, not muscle-bound and
charging around with a sword, but not an anti-hero either. He ends up as an
ascetic, interested in science and magic.”
Anselm lives in north Oxford and somehow never seems to have strayed far
from the medieval world. Why, I ask, is he named after an 11th century saint
famous for his logical argument for the existence of God?

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

“My parents liked medieval names. My sister is Eloïse,” he shrugs. As a young
boy he sang treble in the choirs of York and Wells Cathedrals – “a substantial
part-time job, with seven services a week and tours and concerts.”
As he chanted the liturgies, he grew to love the resounding cadences of the
Book of Common Prayer and the Revised Standard Version of the Bible. The
latter was based on the earlier King James Bible, put together by a team of
writers. Anselm admires that “bunch of quarrelsome, drunken scholars who
turned a rough gem into a masterpiece.”
Anselm, a member of Writers in Oxford, decided he wanted to study history
by the age of six, and went up to do this at St. John’s. He tried London for one
year, but now can’t imagine living anywhere but Oxford – surrounded by
hundreds of books.
After his trilogy, he also published Vespera, inspired by Stalin’s notorious
“Road of Bones” in Siberia. What’s next? “I’ve an idea,” he says, and smiles
enigmatically. Interview — Marcus Ferrar
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